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Productivity Adjustments and non-

comparable methods across regions

Regions and countries pursued non-comparable methods for headings  

both where direct price comparisons were not feasible and when there 

are prices.  Problem Basic Headings include:

− a. Government collective expenditure

− b. Government expenditures on education and health consumed by individuals

− c. Dwelling services where direct quantity and direct price comparisons are 

assumed to arrive at comparable volumes

− d. Miscellaneous services where PPPs from other headings are assumed  

Included here are gap filling procedures

− e. And the balance of exports and imports use the Exchange Rate
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Dealing with Non-comparability

 When salary comparisons are carried out then we need to make these 

across all regions, not simply within regions.  This might imply a CPD 

over teacher salaries, government salaries and hospital services for 

ALL countries

 Some type of productivity adjustment of these input PPPs is required, 

ideally involving human and physical capital by these 3 headings
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A general approach for adjusting for non-

comparable methods across regions

1. Find an acceptable way to treat all countries in the same way.  

Example in the paper applies a productivity adjustment to the 

compensation headings for education, health and collective 

government in 2005.  Also education in 2011.

2. Aggregate all headings across countries to obtain totals for domestic 

absorption or GDP for each country and region.  

3. Redistribute regional aggregates according to regional comparisons.  

Termed CAR method for country aggregation and redistribution.

4. Contrast this with the RA or regional aggregation approach of 2005 

ICP.  Illustration in Table 1
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Table 1: Illustration of CAR approach
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Who Does Productivity Adjustment?

 For the 2011 ICP general government and perhaps hospitals will 

involve compensation comparisons.  EU-OECD-CIS will assume equal 

productivity?

 GO collects human and physical capital information and does linkage, 

hopefully with partial or full EU-OECD-CIS data.

 Need to collect labor numbers for government and hospitals.  This 

must be country collection but need not be all countries in a region.

 GO needs to offer Global Adjustments to Regions
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The EOH Approach and Productivity 

Adjustments Common to All Countries

1. In contrast to the AR approach of the 2005 ICP, the EOH aggregation 

depends mainly on comparisons between countries across rather than 

within regions.

2. Here there are two cases: a)  All Regions adopt the same approach for 

problem BHs within and across regions, an unlikely event.  Even where 

this seems likely as in using students as volumes for education it turns out 

that the EU-OECD can adjust for student quality but other Regions not; b)  

Regions use a method that is not comparable across regions in their own  

Comparison.  In the EOH approach, all non-comparable methods are 

confined to within region comparisons as I understand EOH.  

3. In either case, a common treatment of problem basic headings across all 

countries only enters into linking of Regions.  Comparisons between 

France and Italy might be done on a different basis than between Brazil 

and Chile for say, health, but this will not affect linking, a PLUS for EOH
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The Problem BH Illustration: Dwelling 

Services?

 The TAG has blessed both the direct and indirect quantity approach, 

giving priority to the latter based on rent surveys

 Experience of the 2005 has suggested that it is crucial for either 

approach that we have expenditure data comparable to the imputation 

or price comparisons used to value dwelling services

 Even if expenditures on dwelling services are correct, there is a bias in 

using the direct quantity because it tends to overstate the volume of 

housing for the reason it does not include enough quality factors

 This dilemma is illustrated for South America in 2005
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Urban South America, 2005 

 Table 2 provides rents by three quality Stratum and by number of 

bedrooms from 1 to 4.

 Stratum 1 is the lowest quality, but the best quality in the direct quantity 

approach.

 Stratums 2 and 3 thus have more amenities and higher rents per 

bedroom than identified by the direct quantity approach.

 Chart 1 shows that average rents of Stratum 1 is much below Stratum 

3, even though they are equated in the Direct Quantity approach for 

rents
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South American urban rent sample for 10 

ICP Countries, 2005 
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Chart 1: South America 2 bedroom
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How do we Link Dwelling Services Within 

and Between Regions?

 Within a region where all countries use the direct quantity approach 

there can still be a problem because the ratios of the 2 lines vary 

from 1.36 in Peru to 3.04 in Chile.

 I believe the TAG has agreed to collect direct quantity information for 

all countries.

 My recommendation would be to also collect as much direct rent 

information as available even if just urban housing as in South 

America.  Such price data can serve as a check on direct quantity 

comparisons within regions.

 Further, if the EOH framework is adopted then alternative linking 

estimates can be made for Dwelling Services using both the direct 

quantity approach as well direct rents.
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Some Off the Top Thoughts on

Linking Problem Basic Headings   

 There are 21316 pairs of countries and Fishers for the 146 countries of the 

2005 ICP.  If the EOH method was applied to the 6 Regions of the ICP 

publication, 5158 of the observations would be within Regions, and the 

remaining 16158 would be link Fishers.  Certainly not all these are needed nor 

necessarily desirable to establish regional links.

 For example, suppose for Dwelling Services we were able to obtain existing 

recent direct rent surveys for urban areas for say 10 countries in 4 regions and 

say 50 in EU-OECD-CIS.  Then there would be almost 2500 symmetric Fishers 

upon which to provide an alternative linking to the direct volume approach.  An 

implication of this approach is that there could be more than one PPP vector 

for the same country with only one entering its within region comparison, but 

the other used for linking.

 My Bottom line is we need to be clear on what we are doing but not necessarily 

be constrained by data availability from countries with the less developed 

statistical systems.  
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